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one can ever know just what is his inheritance. One can never
estimate how long his stomach will stand abuse, how much
strain can be placed on.hcart, kidneys, or nervous system, with-
out a break. No one knows without trying it out ; and who, if
he gives the matter thought, will care to experiment in this way t
Type and strength of organ rest in great measure on inherited
genes; but genes cannot be estimated either as to strength or
kind. So safety lies only in being on the right side. In conserva-
tism rests the greatest advantage.
Possibilities of Attainment. But there is another side to
this discussion. We have been talking about limitations. What
about possibilities? Possibilities as well as limitations are in-
herited through the chromosomal genes, or determiners; ami as
no one knows his limitations, so is no one aware of hi.i possibili-
ties. And as there is little inducement to experiment as to Iimi<
tations,—that is, no one wants to see just how much of hat!
habit it will take to kill himself,—• there is conversely great in-
centive to find out what one's possibilities may be, For example,
one could take quite an interest in seeing to what heights right
living might develop one's child.
To illustrate further: We will say, and it is probably tnus
that one's tallness is limited by his heredity, Father, mother,
grandparents, have been comparatively short. No one with such
a hereditary background could expect to be six feet tali, fto/,
he can develop his body to the full height permitted by this /w-
itage. If wrong habits, privation, defective diet, cigarettes* etc,,
might keep him from reaching the full height determined by his
germ cells, his fullest height may certainly be encouraged by his
taking the opposite course,—that of seeking the best possible
environment and opportunity for physical development. The
average height of the Japanese, we are told, definitely increased
when more exercise and better nutritional habits were introduced
among the people. Lack of a balanced diet has evidently been
a serious handicap to these people in past centuries.
Likewise, long life. There is no doubt an ago at which any
given individual would wear out no matter how ideal his con*
ditions of life or how healthful his living might be* just haw
long one's body might last with the very best of care, no one

